HILTON PRAGUE CONCIERGE
RESTAURANT RECOMMENDATION IN PRAGUE
Please contact concierge for reservations, ext. 42721

Restaurants

V Zátiší
Czech Modern

Pricing: 3 course menu - *Fixed rate of 40 Euro
Location: Inter.; Old Town
(4 rooms, seating max is: 50, 34, 16 & 10)

A cozy corners with comfortable chairs and modern glass artefacts by Rony Plesl are hidden to the world in this Prague restaurant with a charming name in the very heart of Old Town. Peeking through the window to the kitchen, you can admire the way culinary work of arts are created by the chef and his team.

Café Imperial
Czech Cuisine with a Modern Twist

Pricing: 10-20 Euro
Location: 5 min walk towards Old Town

Café Imperial has been the most famous and most popular “Grand Café House” in Prague for the past 100 years. Original Art Noveau ceramic wall tiling and mosaic ceiling from 1914 are breath taking, crowned by large street windows. Enjoy the unforgettable atmosphere with a touch of the early 20th century.

Mlynek
Excellent Modern Czech + International Cuisine

Pricing: 20-30 Euro
Location: Old Town

Mlynek offers luxury dining in a terrific location. It offers a wonderfully balanced International menu, using fresh local and seasonal ingredients wherever possible.
Asian Temple
Healthy, quick + delicious Asian specialties

Location: Bilkova 864/13
Pricing: 15-20 Euro

Come and enjoy the one of the best Asian specialties in Prague, complemented by delicious wines and freshly prepared cocktails. At Asian Temple there are several rooms to ensure that you experience the many different tastes of Asia. Each room represents another aspect of Asia.

Parnas
Czech + International Cuisine

Location: Stare Mesto (Old Town)
Pricing: 25-30 Euro

Parnas is part of the complex Café & Restaurant Slavia. You can dine here by candles and enjoy the view of the river, Petrin, Charles Bridge and the Prague Castle and enjoy a wide variety of Moravian and International wine. The pleasant atmosphere is underlined with romantic piano music played by pianists.

U Modré Kachničky
Czech + International Cuisine

Pricing: 20-30 Euro
Location: Old Town

Experience the exceptional flavor of traditional Czech cuisine in the classy and comfort of the 1930s inspired restaurant interior. The duck and game are the main specialties.
La Republica
Czech + International Cuisine
http://www.larepublica.cz/nov-interi-r-la-republica

Pricing: 15-25 Euro
Location: 5-10 minute walk into Old Town from hotel

The restaurant serves traditional dishes of Czech culinary art inspired by the First Republic, specialties from the time of Austrian-Hungarian Empire and more than 50 different kinds of beer from all over the world.

Every week from Wednesday till Saturday from 8pm to 11:30 pm you can listen to live music as well.

Kolkovna Celnice
Czech Traditional Cuisine

Pricing: 10-20 Euro
Location: 10 minute walk from hotel

First-class service, excellent gastronomy and most of all Pilsner lager, enhanced with the unique atmosphere of the place, which accentuates the pride in the long and famous tradition of Czech beer brewing.

Kampa Park
Czech International Fish & Seafood Cuisine

Pricing: 30 Euro
Location: Lesser Town on the River

A favorite of local and international celebrities, this upscale restaurant delivers sumptuous gourmet cuisine that includes world-class fish and meat delicacies paired with over 150 types of wines. Choose between stylish dining rooms or the intimate riverside terrace overlooking Charles Bridge.
Hergetova Cihelna
Czech International Cuisine

Pricing: 20 Euro
Location: Lesser Town on the river

Locals and visitors come here for creative variations on Czech and international favorites, gourmet salads and the freshest seafood anywhere. With stunning views, a hip atmosphere, and reasonable prices, there is something for everyone.

Bellevue
Czech International Gastronomy

Pricing: 3 course meal – approx. 60 Euro
Location: Old Town

Bellevue restaurant located at the Smetana’s river bank and offers a fine dining experience: excellent service, terrific cuisine and some of the best wines in Prague. The menu includes a selection of expertly prepared fresh fish, succulent meats, finishing with sumptuous desserts.

La Casa Argentina
Steakhouse
http://www.lacasaargentina.cz/

Pricing: 15-25 Euro
Location: Old Town (15 minutes away from hotel)

This restaurant is located in Dlouha street. This restaurant has especially beef specialties from Argentina, Grill and cocktail bar and live music.

Le Degustation
Modern Czech Tasting Menu

Pricing: 7-course menu | Approx. 80 Euro
11-course menu | Approx. 120 Euro

The team of chefs prepares three tasting menus with a total of seven different courses. The menus unite the flavors and tastes of contemporary molecular cuisine, classical French and Italian foods, and refined dishes from non-traditional Czech culinary art.
**Divinis**  
Italian  

- **Pricing:** 20 Euro  
- **Location:** Old Town  

We see Italian food as "Ingredients driven cuisine," where only the best is good enough to be served. We cook what is fresh and try to always favor the basic ingredients. This is an essence of Italian food where simple things may be turned into something spectacular.

---

**Hanabi Sushi Bar**  
Sushi Bar  
http://www.ihanabi.cz/default1.html  

- **Pricing:** $$$$  
- **Location:** 10 minute walking distance from hotel  

Hanabi sushi bar is offers a variety of traditional rolls and fusion rolls. Opened every day except Sunday.

---

**Francouzska a Plzenska**  
Restaurace v Obecnim dome  
http://www.plzenskarestaurace.cz/en  

- **Pricing:** $$$$  
- **Location:** 10 minute walking distance from hotel  

French and Pilsner restaurants are situated in the Municipal House.